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lehi and el nino
A method of migration
mark
david L clark
dark

the acceptance of ad hoc ideas on book of mormon geography
has been a continuing problem in church history and for a very good
reason specifics are generally lacking and attempts to quantify
missing geographic data are frequently met with considerable skepticism some church members find it equally difficult to accept the
thatnaturally
naturally occurring events played arole in anything that
suggestion that
is more easily explained by supernatural activity fully cognizant that
raftican killer
addressing either subject is analogous to welcoming the african
aftican
bees across the southern borders of our country 1I offer a new idea on
gehis
lehis transoceanic voyage an idea that is firmly rooted in recent
atmospheric and oceanographic observations
after traveling for eight years gehis
lehis party arrived at what
many LDS scholars have assumed was the tip of the arabian
peninsula and there the group beheld the sea 1 1I ne 175 and
the voice of the lord came unto nephi saying arise and get
thee into the mountain 1 ne 177 the land travel was completed
and it was time for the serious business of securing material to
construct a ship and we did work timbers of curious workmanafter the manner which the lord had shown unto nephi
ship
wherefore it was not after the manner of men 1 1I ne 181 2
details concerning the construction are not known but eventually
a ship was constructed the party prepared much fruits and meat
and honey in abundance the ship was loaded and the lehi
group put forth into the sea and were driven forth before the wind
towards the promised land 1 ne 186 8
if we assume as have many latter day saint scholars that the
launching site was somewhere on the indian ocean 1 one of the
most serious questions that need answering is simply how this
curious ship was able to travel across the indian and the pacific
oceans in a direction that is directly opposed by the wind patterns
david L oark
clark
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and surface currents of those oceans the fact is that the tip of the
arabian peninsula furnished great access to the indian ocean
twenty five hundred years ago as it does today but it was an
twentyfive
unlikely place to begin a voyage that would move eastward through
the indian ocean around or through indonesia and then across the
pacific ocean to the western hemisphere during much of the year
the predominant currents of the indian ocean would carry a ship
southward toward africa and the predominant north equatorial
and south equatorial currents of the pacific move in a direction
opposite to that needed by lehi to reach the western hemisphere 2
in the face of such important obstacles as prevailing wind direction
and surface ocean circulation patterns how did lehi cross the
indian ocean and then the pacific ocean
the indian ocean crossing can be more easily explained for
mariners
mariners have exploited the seasonal monsoon
thousands of years marinero
c irculation in the western indian ocean for trade between india and
the east coast of africa 3 simply put monsoonal circulation is produced by differential cooling and heating of the indian ocean and
adjacent asian and indian land masses during different parts of the
seasonal cycle thus the cooling of southeast asia and india during
the winter season produces a land mass that is colder than the
adjacent ocean As the warmer atmosphere over the ocean rises it
pulls the cooler air from the continent oceanward winds produced
by this activity drive the surface ocean currents from the north to the
south fig 1
during the summer season the process reverses the land is
warmer than the ocean and as the warm air rises over the continent
vertical circulation is produced that pulls the cooler ocean air in over
the warmer land the result is monsoonal rain on land as well as
surface ocean currents that move from the south or southwest to the
north or northeast a general ocean to land direction that is opposite
to that of the winter season fig 2 the result of a year of such sea
sonai changes is summer surface currents that move from south to
north and winter surface currents that move from north to south the
surface winds and resulting surface currents peak during august for
the north and northeast moving currents and during february for
the south and southwest moving currents 4 sailing from india to
africa northeast to southwest is improved during the winter
season while a trip to the north or northeast is most easily accom
accod
plishek during the summer
plished
crossing the indian ocean from the west to the east is not
difficult if a ship is launched in august at the peak of the monsoonal
mariners had
cycle perhaps this is when lehi did sail just as other marinero
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winter ocean currents in the indian ocean and normal
ocean currents and atmospheric pressures in the pacific ocean
the ECC the narrow equatorial counter current is the only
pacific current moving east the other two the NEC north
equatorial current and the SEC south equatorial current
figure
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figure 2 summer ocean currents in the indian ocean and ENSO
ocean currents and atmospheric pressures in the pacific ocean the
equatorial counter current is intensified during an ENSO period
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done and would continue to do for thousands of years if they
wished to travel eastward clearly monsoonal oceanic circulation
could have aided lehi at the beginning of his migration to the
promised land
the real problem came after sailing across the indian ocean
into indonesia no such monsoonal circulation is available for
travel through the east indies or for crossing the pacific ocean in
fact the major wind and ocean surface currents move in the
direction opposite to that traveled by lehi what was the method of
migration after reaching indonesia
if nephis brothers had been able to look at a surface current
map of the pacific ocean not to be available until at least two
thousand years later they would have raised an even larger
objection to the whole idea of sailing to a new home than the protest
recorded in the book of mormon 1 1I ne 1717 18 the dominant
currents in the general area of the pacific where lehi probably
sailed twenty degrees north and south of the equator are the
currents55 fig 1 both these equatorial
north and south equatorial Currents
currents have strong movement from east to west the opposite of
that needed by lehi
one possible explanation for the ability to sail eastward across
the pacific ocean in the area of westward moving currents involves
the existence of a small current that moves just a degree or so either
side of the equator in an eastward direction and between the major
current66 fig 1
westward currents this is the equatorial counter Current
currenti
the problem for lehi or micronesian sailors for thousands of
years is that because the small area of the equatorial counter
current is dominated by light and irregular winds this area the
doldrums is very undependable for sailing there is evidence that
micronesian sailors relying on winds and surface currents may have
used the doldrums at least in part for the eastward directed
exploration of fiji and samoa five hundred years before lehi
sailed 7 but gehis
lehis ship was not after the manner of men 1 I1 ne
182 and in the absence of any data the meaning of this comment
is difficult to guess perhaps it means their ship had no sail or rudder
or was based on an unknown design possibly eastward travel relied
for a large part on surface currents alone we know too few details
about gehis
lehis circumstances to view the doldrums area and its
principal transporting current as more than a very remote possibility
for carrying the ship across 12000 km or so of hostile pacific ocean
but there is a more reasonable means of travel from the east to the

western hemisphere
since the beginning of the twentieth century men have known
that every three to four years
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circulation in the tropical pacific is altered producing the so called
ENSO effect 8 oceanic changes during these intervals are referred
to as el nino the EN part of ENSO meaning the christ child
in spanish because effects are commonly noted around christmas
time in the eastern south pacific together with related atmospheric
effects called the southern oscillation the SO the ENSO climate
cycle produces profound physical biological and even socioeconomic effects across the tropical pacific from indonesia where we
left lehi to south and north america in order to understand the
ENSO effect we must consider the atmospheric and oceanic
conditions of the pacific ocean
during what have traditionally been considered times of
normal atmospheric circulation southeast trade winds converge
on low pressure areas that dominate in the indo australian region
fig 1 As this moisture laden air rises in the low pressure areas it
is cooled and high precipitation is produced over parts of this
region the air now depleted of much of its moisture continues to
circulate across the pacific and descends within a southeastern
pacific area of high pressure which is generally located close to the
west coast of south america the descent of this very dry air
causes excessive evaporation coupled with a cooling of the ocean
atmosphere boundary layer by widespread up welling water this
annd
arid
and conditions on earth along
evaporation produces some of the most arnd
normal
nai condition 9
nal
the coasts of peru and ecuador this pattern is the non
periodically at intervals ranging from two to ten years this
normal pattern undergoes an oscillation called the southern oscil
lation the normal low pressure cells of the indo australian region
migrate east and replace the high pressure cells that normally are in
broad low
place off the west coast of south america the result is abroad
pressure cell that occupies much of the tropical pacific from the indian
10 fig 2
ricalo
america10
americano
americalo
ocean to the west coast of south Ame
America
the effect of this atmospheric oscillation on the ocean is
profound warmer water from the indo australian region begins
drifting to the east spreading throughout the area of atmospheric
low pressure and most important for lehi the movement of the
normally weak current in the doldrums belt increases significantly el nino is in action fig 2 for a period of twelve to
eighteen months the area of the equatorial counter current is
expanded north and south of the equator this eastward flowing
current is strengthened fig 2 arrows that are crossed and together
el nino and the southern oscillation the ENSO effect produce
important changes in the entire tropical pacific 11
the causes of such a cyclic change in ocean temperature and
water circulation are unknown although the atmospheric and
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oceanic conditions involved can be modeled and the occurrence of
el ninos can be predicted 12 recently however one explanation
for abnormal western pacific ocean heating has been proposed
sophisticated sonar surveys made during the GLORIA and sea
marc projects have mapped large ocean floor lava flows in this area
km these submarine lava flows are
of the pacific that exceed 10 km3
capable of transferring significant amounts of heat from the earths
crust to the surface water 13 the geologic evidence also supports the
semi regularly 14 although this
idea that this heat transfer occurs semiregularly
activity is not definitely known to be the sole cause of ENS 0 events
it could be a significant factor the use of satellite observations
coupled with new theories may soon lead to a fuller understanding
of the cause 15
the climatic effects of the change in the distribution of
warmer water and atmospheric lows in the tropical pacific during
ENSO events disrupt weather patterns in a broad area rainfall
normally heavy in the indo australian region is reduced and
annd
arid coasts of
and
droughts occur instead in contrast the normally anid
western south america become areas of heavy precipitation oceanic up welling the upward rise of cold nutrient rich bottom water
along the peruvian and ecuadorian coasts is reduced because of the
change in the normal circulation pattern and the infusion of warmer
water carried by the equatorial counter current from the west this
intensified eastward flowing current literally piles water up along
the west coast of south america and the resulting rise in sea level
helps push the warmer water poleward both north and south along
the american coasts fig 2 circulation patterns as far north as
california are affected surface water temperatures in this part of
the eastern pacific may increase several degrees during different
intervals of the ENSO cycle the results of such change may affect
weather patterns in much of north america 16
on land the effect of a strong ENSO
ENS0 is drought with resulting
crop loss in australia and catastrophic rains with resulting flooding
landslides and agricultural losses in south america oceanic
upwelling
up
effects are equally profound reduced oceanic ulwelling
welling along the
west coast of south america adversely affects the fishing industry
normally abundant anchovies are
of both peru and ecuador the nonnally
driven away by the warm nutrient poor water that replaces the
up welled water forcing the larger fish
normally cool nutrient rich upwelled
that normally feed on the anchovies to leave or starve A domino
effect of sorts continues as a large bird population that depends on
the fish for food is affected during the 1982 83 ENSO the bird
population decreased by some seventeen million birds the accumulation
mu lation of guano the waste product produced by the normally
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large bird populations decreases as the number of birds decreases
As a result the economy of peru which is heavily dependent on
both fish and guano retrieved for fertilizer and other nitrate needs
is thrown into turmoil overall the 1982 83 ENSO resulted in
millions of dollars in damages and extensive loss of life 17 the
ENSO events and the resulting economic hardships normally end a
year or so after they begin due either to cooling of the crustal
generated heat of the equatorial pacific or to atmospheric oscillations in the tropical pacific circumstances that can be simulated
on a computer but are driven by factors that are poorly understood
some 64 years of pacific wind data have now been analyzed
ENSO
to document historic ENS
0 events 18 so far there are no reasons to
doubt that ENSO events have been occurring in the tropical pacific
for at least five to six thousand years or as long as the earths
earth s climate
has been similar to what it is today and the pattern continues A
moderate ENSO event began in 1986 and the last effects of the most
recent el nino were measured in march 1988 19 thus while we do
not know about the economic impact of an ENSO event occurring
some twentyfive
twenty five hundred years ago such an event may have
provided an enhanced method of migration for lehi
if lehi had sailed from the arabian peninsula during the
august monsoon of an ENSO year by the time his ship had been
driven into the indonesian area el nino would have intensified the
eastward current thereby enhancing the possibility of the voyage
across the pacific to the western hemisphere the great increase in
the strength of the eastward drift of the equatorial counter current
commonly affects a broad area of the equatorial pacific and may
extend more than ten degrees north and south of the equator this
ENSO orchestrated eastward flow of abnormally warm water from
the western and central pacific could have helped the lehi vessel to
cross the pacific and then travel up the coast of central america
monsoon circulation in the indian ocean off the tip of the
arabian peninsula and the development of a strong trans pacific
eastward flowing current during an ENSO event are real physical
phenomena there is evidence that these oceanic atmospheric
phenomena have been continuous at least since climatic normality was attained after the melting of the great continental glaciers
eight thousand years ago suggesting that ENSO events were taking
place in gehis
lehis day what is less certain is whether the lehi party
used these atmospheric oceanic events as an aid to migration
perhaps the real question is whether the lord uses natural events to
accomplish his purposes 1I am the first to acknowledge that the ideas
presented here may be pure fiction if the lord neither wants nor
needs to make use of natural law however he commonly seems to
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work with what is available for example he uses less than perfect
people to do much of his work miracles may aid but apparently the
day to day routines of perfecting the saints and accomplishing the
other appointed tasks rely on the use of normal people and naturally
Ting situations and events the scientific evidence not availoccurring
occur
able even ten years ago suggests that el nino
nitto could provide a
plausible mode of migration a naturally occurring event that could
have been used to accomplish the lords purposes
if the migration scenario enhanced by atmospheric and
oceanographic effects is valid we can even go a step further in
interpretive speculation cone
conc
arning
erning the lehi voyage lehi probably
concerning
sailed from the arabian peninsula during august of an ENSO
ENS 0 year
the time not only of the optimum northeast monsoon circulation but
also of the growing season when fruits and meat and honey in
abundance could be gathered and loaded on board lehi would
then have had a reasonable expectation of arriving in the indonesian
area in time to catch an ENSO intensified equatorial counter
ninno
current the el ninfo
nino driven current could have delivered gehis
lehis
group to the west coast of central america in a much more probable
manner than could have been employed during a non ENSO year
five hundred years ago was not
in fact if an el nino of about twenty
twentyfive
used for migration lehi missed a marvelous 0opportunity
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